In this paper we investigate the computational problem of predicting RNA secondary structures that allow any kinds of pseudoknots. The general belief is that allowing pseudoknots makes the problem very difficult. Existing polynomialtime algorithms, which aim at structures that optimize some energy functions, can only handle a certain types of pseudoknots. In this paper we initiate the study of approximation algorithms for handling all kinds of psuedoknots. We focus on predicting RNA secondary structures with a maximum number of stacking pairs and obtain two approximation algorithms with worst-case approximation ratios of ½ ¾ and ½ ¿ for planar and general secondary structures, respectively. Furthermore, we prove that allowing pseudoknots would make the problem of maximizing the number of stacking pairs on planar secondary structure to be NP-hard. This result should be contrasted with the recent NP-hard results on psuedoknots which are based on optimizing some peculiar energy functions.
. Note that this figure is just schematic; in practice, RNAs are 3-dimensional molecules.
The secondary structure of an RNA is the set of base pairings formed in its 3-dimensional structure. Because the secondary structure is related to the function of the RNA, we would like to determine the secondary structure of a given RNA sequence. The problem of predicting the secondary structure is also known as the RNA folding problem. Of course, if the 3-dimensional structure is available, determining the secondary structure is obvious. Yet existing experimental techniques for determining the structures of RNAs are often very costly and time consuming (see, e.g., [5] ). As a result, we need efficient algorithms to predict the secondary structure with computers.
From a computational viewpoint, the challenge of the RNA folding problem arises from some special structures called pseudoknots, which are defined as follows. Let Ë be an RNA sequence × ½ × ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ × Ò . A pseudoknot is composed of two interleaving base pairs, i.e.,´× × µ and × × Ð µ such that Ð . See Figure 2 for examples.
If we assume that the secondary structure of an RNA sequence contains no pseudoknots, the secondary structure can be decomposed into a few types of loops: stacked pairs, hairpins, bulges, internal loops, and multiple loops (see, e.g., Tompa's lecture notes [8] ). A stacked pair is a loop formed by two pairs of consecutive bases´× × µ and × ·½ × ½ µ. See Figure 1 for an example. By definition, a stacked pair contains no unpaired bases and any other kinds of loops contain one or more unpaired bases. Note that unpaired bases are destabilizing and have positive free energy. Thus, stacking pairs is the only type of loops that have negative free energy and stabilize the secondary structure. It is also natural to assume that the free energy of loops can be considered independently. Then the optimal secondary structure can be computed using dynamic programming in Ç´Ò ¿ µ time [10, 4] .
Pseudoknots are known to exist in some RNA. For predicting secondary structures with pseudoknots, Nussinov et al. [6] have studied the case where the energy function is minimized when the number of base pairs is maximized and were able to obtain a cubic time algorithm for predicting secondary structures. However, based on some special energy functions, Lyngso and Pedersen [3] have proven that determining the optimal secondary structure possibly with pseudoknots is NP-hard. Furthermore, Akutsu [1] has shown that determining even the planar secondary structure is NP-hard. A planar secondary structure means that the graph formed by the base pairings and the backbone connections of adjacent bases is planar (see Section 2 for a more detailed definition). On the other hand, Rivas and Eddy [7] , Uemura et al. [9] , and Akutsu [1] have proposed polynomial time algorithms that can handle a certain subset of pseudoknots. Note that the exact types of pseudoknots that can be handled are implicit in these algorithms and difficult to understand.
While it is desirable to have a better classification of pseudoknots and better algorithms that can handle a wider class of pseudoknots, this paper approaches the problem in another way. We initiate the study of approximation algorithms for predicting RNA secondary structures that allow any kinds of pseudoknots. We focus on a simple free energy function that is minimized when the number of stacking pairs is maximized. Note that such a simple function is meaningful as stacking pairs are the only loops that stabilize secondary structures. We obtain two approximation algorithms with worst-case ratios of 1/2 and 1/3 for planar and general secondary structures, respectively. The planar approximation algorithm makes use of an interesting observation that allows us to visualize the planarity of stacking pairs on a rectangular grid (interestingly, such an observation does not hold if our aim is to maximize the number of base pairs). The algorithm is actually a simple dynamic programming. The second approximation algorithm is more complicated, it is based on a combination of different "greedy" steps. A straightforward analysis cannot lead to the approximation ratio of ½ ¿. We make use of amortization over different steps to obtain the desired ratio. This algorithm runs in linear time.
Another result of this paper is that allowing pseudoknots would make the problem of finding the planar secondary structure with the largest number of stacking pairs to be NP-hard. The proof makes use of a reduction from a well-known NP-complete problem called tripartite matching. This result reveals that the hardness of the RNA folding problem is inherent in the pseudoknot structures and is not necessarily due to the complication of the energy functions.
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 describes some basic properties. Sections 3 and 4 present the approximation algorithms for the planar and general secondary structures, respectively. Section 5 details the NP-hard result. Section 6 concludes with a number of open problems.
Preliminary
Consider a secondary structure È of an RNA sequence Ë × ½ × ¾ × Ò . We denote Õ (Õ ½) consecutive stacking pairs (× × ), (× ·½ × ½ ); (× ·½ × ½ ),
Definition 1 Given a secondary structure È, we define an undirected graph ´Èµ as follows. The bases of Ë are nodes of ´Èµ and´× × µ is an edge of ´Èµ if · ½ or´× × µ is a base pair in È. Definition 2 A secondary structure È is planar if ´Èµ is a planar graph. Definition 3 A secondary structure È is said to contain an interleaving block if È contains three stack- 
Proof.
Suppose È contains an interleaving block. Without loss of generality, we assume that È contains the stacking pairs (× ½ × ¾ × × ), (× ¿ × × × ½¼ ), and (× × × ½½ × ½¾ ). Figure 3 (a) shows the subgraph of ´Èµ corresponding to these stacking pairs. This subgraph contains a homeomorphism of Ã ¿ ¿ (see Figure 3 (b)). Therefore, ´Èµ and È are non-planar. 
Approximation Algorithm for Planar Secondary Structures
We present an algorithm which, given an RNA sequence Ë × ½ × ¾ × Ò , constructs a planar secondary structure of Ë which approximates the maximum number of stacking pairs with a ratio of at least ½ ¾. This approximation algorithm is based on a crucial observation that if a secondary structure È is planar, the subgraph of ´Èµ which contains the stacking pairs of È can be embedded in a grid with a nice property. This property allows us to consider only the secondary structure of Ë without pseudoknots in order to achieve 1/2 approximation ratio. We first present this important observation.
Definition 4
Given a secondary structure È, we define a stacking pair embedding of È on a grid as follows. Represent the bases of Ë as Ò consecutive grid points on the same horizontal grid line Ä such that × and × ·½´½ Òµ are connected directly by a grid edge. If´× × ·½ × ½ × µ is a stacking pair in È, × and × ·½ are connected to × and × ½ respectively by a sequence of grid edges such that the two sequences must be either both above or below Ä.
Definition 5 A stacking pair embedding is said to be planar if it can be drawn in such a way that no lines cross or overlap with each other in the grid.
Lemma 3.1 Given a secondary structure È of an RNA sequence Ë, if È is planar, then the stacking pair embedding of È must be planar.
Proof. If È does not have a planar stacking pair embedding, we claim that È contains an interleaving block. Let be a stacking pair embedding of È with the horizontal grid line Ä containing the bases of Ë. Since È does not have a planar stacking pair embedding, assume that has two stacking pairs intersect above Ä (see Figure 4 (a)). Proof. Let È £ be a planar secondary structure of Ë with AE £ stacking pairs. Since È £ is planar, according to Lemma 3.1, the stacking pair embedding of È £ is planar.
Let be the planar stacking pair embedding of È £ such that no lines cross each other in the grid with Ä as the horizontal grid line containing all bases of Ë. Let Ò ½ and Ò ¾ be the number of stacking pairs which are connected above and below Ä, respectively. Let Ò ½ Ò ¾ . Now, we construct another planar secondary structure È from by deleting all stacking pairs which are connected below Ä. Obviously, È is a planar secondary structure of Ë without pseudoknot. 
The dynamic programming algorithm runs in Ç´Ò ¿ µ time using Ç´Ò ¾ µ space and can be modified to compute the secondary structure. Thus we have the following lemma. 
Approximation Algorithm for General Secondary Structures
We present an algorithm which, given an RNA sequence Ë × ½ × ¾ × Ò , constructs a secondary structure of Ë (not necessarily planar) which approximates the maximum number of stacking pairs with a ratio of at least ½ ¿. The approximation algorithm uses a greedy approach. Figure 5 shows the algorithm Ö ÝËÈ´µ.
In the following, we analyze the approximation ratio of the algorithm. Let Ë È ½ Ë È ¾ Ë È be the sequence of Ë È's computed by the algorithm Ö ÝËÈ´Ë µ. We have the following fact. Note that 's may not be disjoint. We remark that Ö ÝËÈ´Ë ¿µ can already achieve the approximation ratio of 1/3. The following lemma gives the time and space complexity of the algorithm. Proof. To be given in the full paper.
NP-completeness
In this section, we show that the problem of finding a planar secondary structure with the largest number of stacking pairs is NP-hard. We consider the following decision problem. Suppose that we allow only Watson-Crick base pairs. Given an RNA sequence Ë and an integer , determine whether the largest possible number of stacking pairs in a planar secondary structure of Ë, denoted by ×Ô´Ëµ, is at least . We show that this decision problem is NP-complete by reducing the tripartite matching problem to it.
The tripartite matching problem [2] is defined as follows. Given three node sets , , and with the same cardinality Ò and an edge set ¢ ¢ of size Ñ, the tripartite matching problem is to determine whether contains a perfect matching, i.e., a set of Ò edges which touches every node of , , and exactly once.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.1 shows how we construct in polynomial time an RNA sequence Ë and an integer from a given instancé µ of the tripartite matching problem. Note that depends on Ò and Ñ. Section 
Similarly, the node sets and are associated with sequences , , etc. 
Correctness of the if-part
This section shows that if has a perfect matching, we can construct a planar secondary structure for Ë containing at least stacking pairs. Therefore, ×Ô´Ë µ . 
Case 2. We consider the edges ½ ¾ Ò in Å and show that each corresponding region accounts for · stacking pairs. Thus, we obtain a total of Ò · Ò´ µ stacking pairs in this case. Details are as follows. Unlike the previous case, each region Ë , where ½ Ò, may have some of its bases paired with that of Ë ·½ .¯ ¿ stacking pairs can be formed between Ï in Ë and Ï ·½ in Ë ·½ . ¾ stacking pairs can be formed between Î in Ë and Î in Ë . ¿ ¾ stacking pairs can be paired between Ü in Ë and Ü in Ë for any Ô ½ Ô , and between Ý in Ë and Ý in Ë for any Õ ½ Õ , and between Þ in Ë and Þ in Ë for any Ö ½ Ö .
¿ ¾ stacking pairs can be paired between Ü in Ë and Ü in Ë ·½ for any Ô ½ Ô , and between Ý in Ë and Ý in Ë ·½ for any Õ ½ Õ , and between Þ in Ë ·½ and Þ in Ë ·½ for any Ö ½ Ö .
The total number of stacking pairs charged to Ë is ¿ · ¾ · ¿ Ò´¿ ¾µ = · . Case 3. For Ë Ñ·½ , we can form ¾ stacking pairs between Î Ñ·½ and Î Ñ·½ , and ¿ stacking pairs between Ï Ñ·½ and Ï ½ . The number of such stacking pairs is ½¾ .
Combining the three cases, the number of stacking pairs that can be formed on Ë is´Ñ Òµ · Ò´ · µ · ½¾ , which is exactly . Notice that no two stacking pairs formed cross each other. Thus, ×Ô´Ë µ .
Correctness of the only-if part
This section shows that if has no perfect matching, ×Ô´Ë µ . We present some basic definitions and concepts in Section 5.3.1, then give the proof in Section 5.3.2.
Background
Let OPT be a secondary structure of Ë which maximizes the number of stacking pairs. Let OPT be the number of corresponding stacking pairs. I.e., OPT ×Ô´Ë µ.
Conjugates: For every substring Ê × ½ × ¾ × of Ë , the conjugate of Ê is defined as Ê × × ½ , where Ù, Ù , , and .
2-substrings:
In Ë , any two adjacent characters are referred to as a 2-substring. By construction, Ë has ten different types of 2-substrings: ÙÙ-substrings,substrings, Ù -substrings, -substrings, -substrings,substrings, -substrings, -substrings, Ù-substrings, and -substrings. A 2-substring can only form a stacking pair with its conjugate. If a 2-substring and its conjugate form a stacking pair in ÇÈÌ, they are said to be paired.
Since the conjugates of , , Ù, and -substrings do not exist in Ë , we have the following fact. Ñ´¿Ò´ ¾µ · ¿Ò ¿µ´¾ ¾ µ µ · ¿ Ò´¾ ¾µ. We use the notation for other types of 2-subtrings in Ë similarly.
The following is a trivial upper bound of OPT.
Note that OPT may not pair all -subtrings. Let be the number of -substrings that are not paired by OPT. Again, we use the notaion for other types of 2-substrings. Fact 5.3 can be strengthened as follows.
Fragments and conjugate fragments:
Recall that Ë is a sequence composing of AE's , AE's, 's, and 's. Each AE´ µ (or AE´ µ) consists of two substrings of the form Ù · · , each of these two substrings are called a fragment. Furthermore, each ´ µ (resp. ´ µ) consists of two substrings of the form · (resp. · ), each of these two subtrings is also called a fragment.
Consider any fragment in Ë . Another fragment ¼ in Ë is called a conjugate fragment of if ¼ is a conjugate of . Note that if is a fragment of a AE´ µ (or ´ µ), then ¼ appears only in some AE´ µ (or ´ µ), and vice versa.
By construction, if is a fragment of a delimiter sequence Î or Ï , then has a unique conjugate fragment in Ë , which is located in Î or Ï , respectively. However, if is a fragment of a non-delimiter sequence, says, Ü , then Ë contains more than one conjugate fragment of as there are many instances of Ü in Ë .
A fragment is said to be paired with its conjugate frag- Proof. (Sketch) By a case analysis on how the Ù's and 's of are paired. Details to be given in the full paper. Note that their corresponding edges ½ Ò do not form a perfect matching. Therefore, there exists an Ü such that the number of Ü is larger than the number of Ü in Ë ½ Ë Ò Ë Ñ·½ . According to Lemma 5.8, we can identify either one additional ÙÙ-substring, or onesubstring, or ¾ Ù -substrings are not paired by OPT. Based on the above three lemmas, it can be shown that OPT for all three cases when Ð Ò ·½, Ð Ò ·½, and Ð Ò · ½ , thus we conclude this section with the following lemma.
Proof of the only-if part

Lemma 5.12 If
does not have a prefect matching, OPT .
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of predicting RNA secondary structures that allow any kinds of pseudoknots using a simple free energy function that is minimized when the number of stacking pairs is maximized. We prove that this problem is NP-hard if the secondary structure is required to be planar. We conjecture that the problem is also NP-hard for the general case. We also give two approximation algorithms for this problem with worst-case approximation ratios of 1/2 and 1/3 for planar and general secondary structures, respectively. It is likely that these approximation ratios can be improved.
Another interesting direction is to study the problem using the energy function that is minimized when the number of base pairs is maximized. It is known that this problem can be solved using a cubic time algorithm if the secondary structure can be non-planar [6] . However, the computational complexity of the problem is still open if the secondary structure is required to be planar. We believe that the problem becomes NP-hard under this additional condition.
